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？

low beta high beta

conventional treatment of TF ripple
2-D MHD equilibrium + TF ripple produced by TF coils

non-axisymmetric
equilibrium current?

fully 3-D MHD equilibrium calculation is necessary!

Introduction



•Two arrows indicate the position 
of well-defined LCFS on the 
equatorial plane.
•Flux surfaces in the peripheral 
region degrade due to the 
increased b.
•The plasma pressure exists in the 
stochastic region.

Rax=3.6, =1.254,BQ=100%

vacuum

<b>dia~3%

2007/10/23 3rd CWGM (NIFS)

What is 3D effect?

PS current flowing along 
rippled field lines breaks 
the symmetry .

The flow s of PS current 
along rippled field lines is 
3D effect.
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J.L.Johnson & A.H.Reiman; Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988) 1116.
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“Finite beta effects on the troidal field ripple in three dimensional tokamak 
equilibria”
Yasuhiro Suzuki, Yuji Nakamura, and Katsumi Kondo
Nucl. Fusion 43 (2003) 406.

We studied the 3D effects using 
free-boundary VMEC 
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3-D MHD equilibrium calculation with free-boundary constraint by the VMEC

• number of TF coils ; 20
• major radius of TF coils ; 3m
• minor radius of TF coils ;  1.5m
• plasma major radius ;       2.8m
• plasma minor radius ;       0.8m
• limiter position ;      3.6m
• plasma aspect ratio ;        3.5

almost circular cross section
fixed p(s) and q(s)  profile
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 q-profile are fixed => flux conserved 
tokamak

In order to estimate 3D effect, a 
conventional  tokamak is studied.
Circular cross section, large aspect 
ratio

To exclude the shaping and the 
toroidal effect



Free boundary equilibrium

normal shear reversed shear

b=3.75% b=12.9%
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Contour lines of TF ripples

b=0% b=3.75%



Changes of TF ripples on the equatorial plane (Z=0 plane)

Increasing b, TF ripples increases near the axis, but 
decreases in the outward of the torus.

Changes of TF ripples due to b
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Definition of TF ripple

TF ripple is defined by the non-axisymmetric term normalized 
by averaged field.

This is unclear which is the dominant term B or <B>.



Change of last closed flux surface

The change due to b is very small.
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Changes of poloidal current density due to b

Ripples of poloidal current density are changed 
due to b.



R=3.55m
Z=0m

Changes of toroidal current density due to b

Ripples of toroidal current density are 
changed due to b.
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Changes of toroidal field due to b

Despite of changing the poloidal current 
density, the change of the toroidal field is 
very small.  The toroidal field created by TF 
coils is very strong.



R=3.55m
Z=0m

Changes of poloidal field due to b

Due to the change of the toroidal current 
density, the poloidal field is changed.  
However, the change is very small.
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discussion

TF ripples is changed by 3D effect. However, the changed is very 
smaller than expected change. Why?

The change of the total field on 3D model is defined by a following;
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In this study, since BT is very  small, TF ripple is changed by <BP>.

What is major contribution to change TF ripple?

In the small aspect ratio tokamak and spherical tokamak , BT becomes large 
because of the strong toroidal effect and higher b. 3D effect is still important.



Effects of TF ripple on particle confinement

0

minmax

B

BB 

definition

Trapped particles are strongly influenced by the ripple well depth.



ripple well

Pitch becomes small due to b.

Well region increases.

Pitch becomes large.

Well region decreases.

Pitch becomes small.

Well region increases.
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Finite beta effects on ripple well depth

Normal shear Reversed shear



Ripple well region

β＝0.0%

β＝7.5%

β＝3.6%

β＝11.6%

decreasing

increasing
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GWB stochastic region
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β=0.0%
1keV

100keV

pitch angle 0.4π pitch angle 0.5π

Numerical error on axes
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GWB stochastic region
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 qNq 

β=11.6% 1keV

100keV

pitch angle 0.4π pitch angle 0.5π2008/6/10 23Seminar in FZ-Juelich



losscone

passing particle

trapped particle

ripple trapped loss

ripple detrapped unloss

ripple detrapped loss

untrapped loss

trapped loss
(banana particle)

V||(keV)

V^(keV)
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rho 0.5 rho 0.9rho 0.7

Loss cones with or without TF ripple（b=0.0%）

orbit loss

Numerical error

stochastic
No loss(see next page)

orbit loss
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R toroidal angle

Z Z

Prticle orbit at rho=0.5. A particle is trapped and detrapped like a following

Why not does the particle loss in spite of detrapping?
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losscone
Comparison with or without TF ripple（b=11.6%）
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losscone(w/o ripple)

rho 0.5 rho 0.9rho 0.7

beta=0.0%

beta=11.6% decreasing for β＝11.6%
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losscone（with ripple）
Beta effects

rho 0.5 rho 0.9rho 0.7

beta=0.0%

beta=11.6% Decreasing loss(see next page)Increasing stochastic
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β=0.0% β=11.6%

Contour lines of mod-B

deeply trapped particle moves along the contour line.

Increasing b, trapped particles are confined by closed min-B surface.
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Change along toroidal angle (=0.5)

b=0.0%

b=11.6% loss?

Mphi=0 Mphi=pi/2 Mphi=pi

Magnetic field
week strong

Under TF coil
between TF coil
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Change along toroidal angle (=0.7)
b=0.0%

b=11.6%

Under TF coil

Magnetic field

weak strong

Mphi=0 Mphi=pi/2 Mphi=pi

Trapped particles increase in the bottom of TF ripple.

between TF coil
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Change along toroidal angle (=0.9)

b=0.0%

b=11.6%

Magnetic field

weak strong

Under TF coil

Mphi=0 Mphi=pi/2 Mphi=pi

between TF coil
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10keV
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toroidal precession

toroidal precession per 1 bounce motionresonances

For 10keV, toroidal precession resonances to he toroidal field period.
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banana tip position X: toroidal angle
Y: toroidal flux
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14.5keV 14.9keV 15keV
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stochastic ripple loss

No resonance

resonance
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Future work

•Free-boundary calculation of realistic tokamak 
configuration.
•More extensive study of particle confinement in 
rippled tokamaks. 
•Simulation of a-particle confinement. 
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Tokamak calculation using HINT2 code

VMEC is an inverse solver base on the flux coordinate. So, VMEC cannot treat 
magnetic islands and ergodic layer. However, magnetic islands and ergodic layer  
are key issues in tokmaks.
In another case, in order to study the heat load on the 1st wall due to a-particle, 
the magnetic field in the outside of the plasma is required.

HINT2 is a code to calculate 3D MHD equilibrium using the real coordinate system.
=> HINT2 can treat the magnetic island and the ergodic layer. 

TEXTORITER-like tokamak


